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Samantha Hamilton
connects with her guides
from the other side for
psychic insights on Dannii
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CELEBRITY PREDICTIONS FOR

The year 2010 is full of twists and
turns for Dannii, she will be facing
big challenges in an exciting way.
Decision making is not one of her
strongest points and her personality
does not allow adjustments to
anything devastating or to do with
arguments. She really dislikes hurting
other people, especially when it
comes to personal matters of the
heart. Never the less this is going to
be a time of inner growth and
outward harmony. She will want to
have some personal space, a place
where she is able to retreat to and
heal any matters of the heart that
she has not had the time to address
over the past few months. The
demands made on her for 2010 are

“

However long she has
been going out with her
current partner there is
room for deeper love
and promises of
commitment if she is
willing to take his hand
of marriage.

”
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going to cause a rift between her
work and her personal life and she
will have to decide between doing
things for her pleasure or lots of
hard, hard work. Dannii will be
wanting more out of life and I
can see her facing her fears and
embracing her personal power
within.

Dannii’s Karma
Dannii is devoted, kind and honest.
Her open and caring nature makes
her a reliable and dependable friend
who, whatever their transgression,
she will forgive and forget easily. This
does not make her dull. Far from it,
she is sociable and fun loving
although her peaceful and optimistic
nature is frequently seen as a
weakness. This does not deter her
kind and caring nature from being
good to everyone which, given her
naïve and trusting nature,
unfortunately includes those
unworthy of her trust. Peace and
quiet may be what her karma is
wanting her to create in this life time
and this can also be her motto when
she enters into the road of

